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Summary

Imaging sub-basalt geology with conventional seismic techniques is a major challenge for sub-basalt exploration. Marine 
Magnetotellurics (MMT) gives an opportunity to look below basalt in offshore basins. In this modeling study, we demonstrate the 
sensitivity of MMT to the presence of sub-basalt Mesozoic sediments in the Kerala – Konkan (KK) basin.

Introduction

In recent years petroleum exploration interests are shifting 
towards unconventional targets and exploration scientists 
are faced with complex geological settings. Sub-basalt
sedimentary basins are an important unconventional target. 
Unfortunately it is difficult to map with conventional 
seismic methods due to the velocity inversion that is 
associated with basalts overlying sediments. Most of the 
sub-basalt exploration has been carried out using wide-
angle seismic techniques (e.g. Kumar et al., 2004, in the 
Kutch Basin). However, on-shore, a substantial amount of 
exploration has been carried out using magnetotellurics, 
e.g. in the Columbia River Basin of the NW USA, where 
around 3 km of basaltic lava occur and in the Paranà Basin 
of Brazil. Academic studies include that of Patro et al., 
2005, on the Deccan Traps. An off-shore sub-basalt MMT 
survey in the North Sea is described by Peace et al., 2002.

The Kerala - Konkan basin is a volcanic-covered basin off
the western coast of India which has substantial but largely 
unknown thicknesses of basalt. Intense late-Cretaceous
hotspot activity (Reunion hotspot) resulted in a sustained 
period of intrusive and extrusive igneous activity over the 
area up to the Early Paleocene. Information of Cenozoic 
sediments of KK basin is available from the previous 

studies but until now little is known of the Mesozoic 
sequence below the basalt. This paper examines the 
feasibility of using Marine Magnetotellurics to understand
the sub-basalt geology.

Methodology

The magnetotellurc (MT) method uses naturally occurring 
electromagnetic fields to determine the response of the sub-
surface. The depth of penetration of incident EM fields is 
proportional to both the frequency of the field and 
resistivity of the medium. Basalt in the form of lava (but 
not volcanoclastics) is resistive, allowing EM signals to 
penetrate deeper into the subsurface. Thus Marine MT 
(Constable et al., 1998; Hoversten et al., 2000) can easily 
map sub-basalt structures if a sufficient resistivity contrast 
exists. MMT uses ocean-bottom receivers to measure time 
series data of the source magnetic and the induced electric 
fields at the sea floor. The receivers have short electric 
dipoles, orthogonal induction magnetic sensors, and 
automated data recorders. The quality of data is affected by 
instrumental noise, but also by the attenuation of the input 
signals (propagating downwards from the ionosphere) by 
electrically conductive sea-water. 



Figure 1: Marine MT receiver. Photo courtesy of 
WesternGeco EM.

Time series data are processed by specialized noise-
reduction algorithms to yield impedance as a function of 
frequency. In turn, impedances are decomposed to apparent 
resistivity and phase in two orthogonal directions, usually 
parallel (TE mode) and perpendicular (TM) to strike.

For the present study, 2D models were constructed using
available seismic data and log information, generally 
available up-to the top of the basalt. Thus, the geology 
above top basalt layer is defined and 2D forward responses 
have been computed for several possible sub-basalt 
structures for this preliminary study. Advanced codes are 
available for 2- and 3-D forward modeling and inversion of 
MMT data (Mackie et al., 2001; Key et al., 2006). The
effect of sea-bed topography is taken into account in these 
models and has to be carefully considered in interpretation 
due to the possibility of large static shifts (Baba and Chave, 
2005).

Figure 2: Synthetic MMT responses as apparent resistivity 
(above) and phase (below) from a site near the center of the 
section shown in Fig.3. Red corresponds to the TE mode, 
blue to the TM.

Case Study

In the present study forward modeling has been carried out 
over a number of possible 2D model scenarios for the KK-
basin to calculate the MT response. The structure above the 
top of the basalt is considered well-defined and the 
different geological models have been constructed in order 
to differentiate between the responses of varying geological 
scenarios below the basalt. Models include varying depth
of basement, resistivity of the sub-basalt sedimentary layers
and their thicknesses. Most of the models have shown very 
prominent responses to the presence or absence of 
conductive sedimentary layers below the basalt. The model 
response is affected by the variation of the thickness of the
sub-basalt conductive sedimentary layer, sediment 
resistivity and by the thickness of the basalt. Sensitivity has 
been examined principally by 2D inversion of synthetic 
data to which 2.5% Gaussian noise has been added. It 
should be noted, however, that real-world geology and 
survey considerations mean that 3D inversion is usually 
necessary for valid imaging.

The study reveals that MMT can efficiently delineate the 
sub-basalt sedimentary layers for most of the models. 
However the resolution of the basalt layer is significantly 
affected by its thickness and resistivity.



Figure 3: Central part of 2D finite-difference mesh, 
showing synthetic basalt layer and basement in orange 
(resistive), and sediments in blue. Color scale is resistivity 
in Ohm.m

Figure 4: Same model (above) as previous figure (different 
colors), and 1D stitched inversions (below).

Figure 5: Resistivity from 2D sharp-boundary inversion. 
Top basalt fixed (e.g. from seismic), starting model based 
on 1D inversions.

Figure 6: Comparison between synthetic observed data 
(dots) and computed response (lines) from inversion of 
Figure 5.

Conclusions

In most of the models, MMT can resolve sub-basalt 
sediments when thicknesses are non-trivial. The addition of 
constraints (e.g. top basalt from conventional seismic 
reflection surveys) improves the quality of imaging. MMT 
can be used combined with seismic and other techniques 
for Multi-Measurement Constrained Imaging (Colombo 
and De Stefano, 2007; Mackie et al., 2007) to achieve more 
precise subsurface imaging. MMT is a valid method for the 
petroleum industry for sub-basalt exploration.
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